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About This Game

In Dungeon is a 2D platformer hardcore made with pixel art. The main character, Allan Callahan, is trying to escape of the
dungeon by facing different challenges and looking for other treasure hunters. Can you help him escape the dungeon before his

fate is sealed?

The main character, known as, Allan Callahan, is part of a league known as, The League of Hunters, which aims to find
treasures in various adventures. However when several hunters disappear, Allan Callahan is sent to find the others hunters,

taking along him some weapons, a whip, a bow and a little of magic.

Features
-12 levels and growing;

-Collect coins to pass the level;
-Collect power ups;

-Discovery new secret areas;
-Find treasures hidden;

-The time is your enemy;
-Buy items;

-Three levels of difficult: Easy, Medium and Hard
-Add more difficulties to the game, activating the options: "Time, Time " , "Penumbra", "The Risk", "The Mythic" and

"Detonation";
-A lot of achievements.
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This game is very difficult? Yes. Can you die even on easy level? Maybe, but believe, on medium and hard level you will can
die a lot of. If you like of game with difficult high, so, this game is for you.
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Title: In Dungeon
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Balder Game Studio
Publisher:
Balder Game Studio
Release Date: 21 May, 2018
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It's a really fun game for those who love old minigames. The story is cool too!. I bought it on sale for $4.34 and frankly it's not
even worth that.. Last Dream is one of the best RPG Maker Games that I have ever played.
The very fact that I spend 190+ hours on it and completed the game at least 10 times, should speak volume.

The interesting thing about this game is the steam achievements. There are 236 steam achievements, which make it necessary to
play the games many times to get all the achievements. There are achievements for playing each of the 8 character classes in the
game. There are achievements to play the game at all 5 level of difficulties. Furthermore, there are achievements to kill every
monster and every boss in the game. To do that you will need to play the game more than once, because different bosses appear
towards the end game, based on earlier game decisions that you made at the beginning of the game. Hence to kill all the bosses,
you need to finished the game, and then start a Newgame+ game and make DIFFERENT game decisions.

There are also achievements for exploring every location, opening every treasure chest, solving every puzzle, finding every
treasure, using sonar at every available location, etc. These achievements make it necessary for you to play the game very slowly
so that you do not miss anything. Conversely there are aslo achievements that require you to play he game fast, like finishing the
game in less than 10 hours, finishing the game in less than a certain number of steps, or killing certain monsters before your
party reach certain levels. Then, there those really tedious achievements, like achievements for NOT staying at any inn throught
the game, or achievements for saving the game less than 5 times!! I had to really crack my head on these achievements.

Actually one of the most fun achievements in this game is the Ultimate Achievements. The user have to play the game on
Legendary Difficulty, with the number of monster spawns set to Maximum (Grinding Level) and with savings disabled inside all
dungeon. This is particularly difficult, especially during the final dungeon, called the Well of Soul, where all the monster, bosses
and super boss is really out to kill you. And... without saving... the developer must be quite a sadist. However, I had a lot of fun
with that achievement too, and really wished that there were more games like "Last Dream" that makes it interesting enough for
me to play the same game more than 10 times!!

I definitely get much more than my money's worth, playing the Last Dream and will definitely love to recommend the game to
any RPG Maker fans out there. I love this game, and am looking for the expansion of Last Dream which is suppose to be
available anytime now. In the meantime, I am having "Last Dream" withdrawal symptoms, after about 194 hours of immersive
game play.

. Great implementation of the card game, love it! They're on the verge of catching DLC-itis, but at least it's cheap. Two gripes -
if I'm not gonna get to keep that 6, don't let the animation stop on the six and then suddenly flip to a 5, c'mon! Also: ones... ones
everywhere... somebody fix that RNG... especially good timekiller if you like crawling dungeons!. I bougth this train pack and
the graphics are amazing. There is just one problem I can't play in career mode I can only play in quick try. I reccomend this
game but is there anyone who can help
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Thanks. Developer is releasing updates almost daily! Talks with the community and listens. The game is a mix of game dev
tycoon but so much more advanced, even in it's early state.. If you liked the other Atelier games on steam, this one is good as
well.

As people have already said, no english dub this time though. And no time limit on the main quest line unlike Firis (at least from
what I have seen....)

Little bit of a framerate drop too on my older PC, but in this kind of game it's not particularly noticable (ie turn based combat).

So, if you're a fan of the series, or this is the first one, you'll be good to go with Lydie & Suelle.. Endless mode is basically
unplayable. Game mechanics such as spikes create unfair deaths because there is no way to avoid them (they are invisible until
you change to a certain color, and in endless mode you are constantly changing colors just as you land on the next platform).
Also if there is a single pixel of you on a block while you switch to it you will die, which serves no purpose. In the main
"campaign" levels, turrets are extremely annoying as the game is a 2d platformer.. Chronology has cute graphics, good character
models, good controls and mechanics. You switch between the old man and the snail to progress through levels. The switching
between characters to solve the puzzles and platform works really well and the puzzles aren't that difficult to figure out. Overall
it's a enjoyable game.
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I tried to lift it But I didn't know what to lift. This game is just the kind of puzzle games that I like: demand you to think until
you get an headache :D. I'm generally very bad in 3d so I find this game very challenging but the feeling: yea I finally did it right
is more then enough to keep me playing :).. Genuinely fun to play. Dev has done well in designing levels with the right balance
of interesting, challenging, and fun.

I typically have allergies to anime / indie puzzle titles (even anime AAA) because of reliance of lewds over gameplay/story etc
for sales, but this one has pleasantly surprised me. Lewds in this game are parallel to the actual gameplay, so if you're here only
for the fun factor, don't worry, they won't get in the way.. Just finished reading Choice of Pirates i really enjoyed this story. Got
to live a life or a pirate, loot, fight
and kill even got to serv Davy Jones for 7 years fighting the crown making the waters free from the
tyranical rule of the crown. I will definetly play through this story again.. 5min of gameplay (i have a full commentary free run
of all 3 levels on my channel)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yCLeTB9oO6s
the level select screen was black for me but i saw a vid of it so i knew where to click. if you get this L1 is on the top part, L2 is
in the middle, & L3 is on the lower part.

~ABOUT THIS GAME~
Game type-3d sidescroller/FPS
* 3 levels with 2 boards each (6 in all)
* The 2nd parts are fps but only the 3rd level give you an area you can move around in.

~MY OPINION~
This game isn't something you would call good in any way but it does have more than a few lol moments. The game isn't all that
long ether but level 2 can be difficult and i have to admit part 2 of the 3rd board was the most enjoyable part of the game.

If you like this review check out my steam group
http://steamcommunity.com/groups/Blinkdog. Polandball can into in my library.

 K.u.r.w.a/10. Not a bad game, has some potential, but I can't recommend it at the moment.. Price is way to high.. It is really
hard to find a Modern Warfare RTS, who goes back to the golden age of strategy gaming. This game is starting to gain ground
and for me its already one of my favorites, the fact that it combines the most common and well known vehicles, and you may
costumize your armory (the units you can use) its a great advantage. Really recommend this game and hope many people will
support its got great potential.

In Dungeon - 0.9.9.0 - Released:
Updates
- Level 12 now playable

Coming soon new updates. In Dungeon 0.9.7.0 -Released:
Updates:

- Level 10 playable.
- Added new weapon. The new weapon are bombs that you can put on the path of the enemies, but take care, the bombs too kill
you.
. In Dungeon - 1.1.0.0 - Released:
In Dungeon now have a new look, this way, the game gain a new identity. Keep sending new suggestions, they are very
important. :)

Thank you for playing.
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. In Dungeon 1.0.0.1 - Released:
- Added a option to disable or enable the scanlines. You can press the shortcut Alt+9 to disable or enable the scanlines.

Others shortchuts:
Alt+8: Disable and enable Keep Aspect Ratio
Alt+V: Disable and enable V-Sync

. New updates:
- Difficulty level changed: Each Difficulty level has two extra health
- Chests can drop extra health

Thank you for your feedbacks
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. In Dungeon - 0.9.2.25 Released:
- In this versão were added new achievements and fixed minor bugs.

Coming soon new updates

. Coming soon new updates:
It is with very proud that coming soon new updates and features.
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